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FUSION CITIES
ConSoliDATion of MoveMenTS
Two cities divided by a border are growing together. The moving particles of 
this inter-cultural exchange leave their footprint in the landscape – the urban 
landscape. A border is a thin line between them, sometimes not even visible.
During the seminar of the summer term 2009 at PAR, TU Darmstadt, the 
students analyzed four different types of borders: natural, artificial, political, 
and social. Three analytical steps were taken by the students: borders, cities, 
movements to then finally distill a still image ‘consolidation of movement’.
BRAKin_natural : Brazzaville and Kinshasa
SAN JUANA_artificial : San Diego and Tijuana
JeRUSAleM_political : east and West Jerusalem
fAveMinio_social : favela and Condominio in Rio de Janeiro
The language of this book here is mostly visual, which enables the viewer to 
an intuitive comparison of each of the fusion cities and the analytical steps.
Jula-Kim Sieber
has founded ar2com in february 2007 
in order to research on the relations 
of ARchitecture (+urbanism) and 
COMmunications (dance, film, music, art, 
community spirit, web 2.0, etc:). Research 
published on the blog. Theory is put in to 
practice: communicative architecture. 
has been assistant professor at PAR, 
TU Darmstadt since october 2008.
www.blog.ar2com.de
www.architektur.ar2com.de
BOrdErS
GrENzEN
Was fasziniert uns eigentlich so daran, mit Grenzen auseinanderzusetzen, sei 
es physiologischer oder psychologischer, sozialer oder mentaler, politischer 
oder poetischer Art? Weil wir in echtzeiten leben, in entgrenzten komplexen 
Räumen, weil wir als Architekten räumliche Grenzen setzen und sie verstehen 
müssen? Wir versuchen es in vielerlei Hinsicht.
vor dem inneren Auge erscheint zunächst eine linie, eine naht, ähnlich dem 
Horizont. es ist eine linie, die weiterwandert, würden wir uns ihr nähern. Sie 
vertritt die Unerreichbarkeit und die irreparable einsicht, dass sich „dahinter“ 
etwas Anderes befindet. Das kann etwas Ausgeschlossenes, Fremdes, Un-
sichtbares sein, und deshalb vielleicht sogar nicht existentes? Doch anders als 
das Meer mit dieser Kante uns vorgaukeln will, springen wir längst von Seite 
zu Seite, oder wir versuchen es zumindest, und sprengen somit die naht. 
nein, vielmehr dehnen wir sie aus zu einem Raum durch das erkennen und 
Wiedergeben. Sie ist elastisch!
Bei diesen Worten denke ich auch an de Certeau, der die Grenzerfahrung nicht 
treffender beschreiben könnte. Es umschlingen sich diese und jene Seite,
„… so daß der Reisende, der über die Brücke zurückkehrt und 
wieder in den umschlossenen Raum zurückkehrt, jetzt das 
Woanders wieder findet, das er zuvor gesucht hatte, als er auf-
brach, und aus dem er dann flüchtete, als er zurückkehrte“
de Certau. Kunst des Handelns. [1980] 1988. Berlin. 235/236 —
Das passiert uns nicht nur als Passanten, sondern auch, wenn wir Grenzen 
abstrahieren, reflektieren, theoretisieren oder visualisieren. Wir betrachten 
beide Seiten der Grenzen, ihre Differenzen, Qualitäten, aber auch ihre Umar-
mung, die Art ihres Aufeinandertreffens, um daraus die Bedeutung der Grenze 
zu schöpfen. Wir betrachten sie schließlich von allen und durch alle Seiten und 
geraten dabei selbst in ihren Sog, in ihre Mitte. Die Grenze wird zu unserem 
Werkzeug. in fusion-Cities ist das der Cutter, der zwei Hälften auseinanderk-
laffen lässt und sie dennoch über die Markierung zusammenhält. fusion-Cities 
nimmt die fixen territorialen Grenzen zum Anlass, sie als „Reisende“ zu befra-
gen, sie als Gebrauchsgegenstand zu umkreisen und aus ihrer Mitte heraus 
zum Werkzeug der vermittlung zu machen. Die Wiederkehr hat eine schrille 
flucht nach vorn erzeugt.
ist es das, was uns erwartet, wenn wir uns der naht tatsächlich nähern kön-
nten? ist es das, was uns erwartet, befänden wir uns in dem Raum der naht?
Kathrin Wieck
is a borderliner of the project ‘borderlining’ 
by tralia.network. Borderlining addressed 
the translation of parallel, simultaneous 
and overexposed urban phenomena 
in Rio de Janeiro and Berlin.
www.traila.org
www.borderlining.wordpress.com
english short translation
lauren Hammond
What is it that fascinates us about being confronted by boundaries, be they 
physiological or psychological, social or mental, political or poetic? is it because 
we live and function in real-time hyperspace, not to mean only cyberspace, 
that we, as architects have to define and understand the boundaries we must 
create? We try in many ways.
The mind’s eye creates a line, a horizon, which is unattainable and provokes 
the curiosity of what lies ‘behind’. We know we can never cross this line, 
yet at the same time we are crossing these lines constantly in our everyday 
lives. no, actually we are creating spaces by acknowledging and reproducing 
boundaries. They are elastic!
Spaces flirt and merge with one another,
 „...just as a traveller returns to an enclosed space and now 
finds the ‘elsewhere’ that he was searching for when he left 
– and from which he now flees because of his return.“
de Certau. Kunst des Handelns. [1980] 1988. Berlin. 235/236 —
This happens to us not only as passers-by but also while we are abstracting, 
reflecting, theorizing or visualising boundaries. We observe both sides: differ-
ences, qualities, that which they embrace and the nature of their encounters, 
to then birth the meaning of boundaries. They enthral us! They are our tools.
in fusion Cities, the blade carves it into two parts, but at the same time this 
very incision is what holds the two cities together. fusion Cities play with 
fixed territorial borders to question the traveller and to encompass them as 
consumable entities. The return now creates a ‘forward flight’.
is that what awaits us if we could actually approach the line? is that what 
awaits us if we could be in the space beyond the line?
Kathrin Wieck
ist Grenzgängerin über das Projekt 
borderlining, ein Projekt von traila.network. 
Borderlining thematisiert das 
Übersetzen paralleler, simultaner und 
überblendeter urbaner Phänomene 
in Rio de Janeiro und Berlin.
www.traila.org
www.borderlining.wordpress.com
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by Humerto Sarabio as hus
and Marion Bouchard as mab
SaN JUaNa 33
by Julio obregon Zepeda as juo
and Anne Touchet as ant
a natural border between Brazzaville 
and Kinshasa divided by the River 
Kongo
an articial border between San Diego 
and Tijuana, US and Mexico
INdEx
JErUSalEm 63
by Slobodan Subotić as sls
and Petko Gogov as peg
FavEmINIO 95
by eleni Sougaris as els
a political border in Jerusalem
a social border in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil 
between favelas and condominios
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BRAKin
Brazzaville-Kinshasa: visualizing the visible,
  Wim Cuyvers, 2006, iSBn-10 3037780762;
www.wikipedia.com The Congo River;
www.britannica.com livingstone falls
KIN
BRA
hOW rEmarqUaBlE IS ThE BOrdEr ?
Kinshasa and Brazzaville are the 
closest capitals of the world. They 
are separated by a river that has the 
same name as the countries they 
represent, ‘the Congo’.
A nATURAl BoUnDARy
streams /
marshes /
The Congo River materializes the bor-
der between the Democratic Republic 
of Congo, also named Congo-Kinshasa 
on the south side, and the Republic 
of Congo or Congo-Brazzaville on the 
north side. it is 4.700 kilometres long 
and is the second river of the world 
for its rate of flow, after the Amazon.
Brazzaville and Kinshasa are situated 
on the Malebo Pool, ex Stanley Pool 
who discovered it.
from this pool until the Atlantic ocean 
flows the Livingstone Falls, rapids 
and cataracts that make navigation 
impossible.
Due to the need for transport until the 
ocean, two railways were built paral-
lel to the riversides, first in Congo-
Kinshasa then in Congo-Brazzaville, 
the Congo-ocean.
To which country belong the 
numerous islands situated on 
the pool is not determined. As 
well, the real location of the 
boarder is uncertain. That’s 
why some islands escape from 
the legislation and are places 
of informal or illegal trades. 
Also parts of the river are free zone 
due to the variation of the fluvial ways 
following the seasons.
Another fact that limits the crossing 
the river is that on the sides and even 
more around the pool are marshes. 
These areas are unconstructible; the 
access is hard or even impossible.
ARTifiCiAl BoUnDARy
wall /
checkpoints /
Since the foundation of both cities, 
the control of the access to the river 
is one of most important issues. in-
dustry area and rich residences are 
privileged and have exclusive access 
to the river, restricting it, particularly 
on the south riverbank. 
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www.afriquespoir.com, le pont
gaboneco.com - L’axe aérien Brazzaville-Kinshasa renforcé - 26.09.08
AiRWAyS CoMPAny
HewaBoraAirways
(Congo-Brazzaville)
Brazzaville Maya Maya Airport 
Wenesday and Saturday 
7:00-7:20 162$
Kinshasa N’Djili Airport
Thursday and Sunday
21:30-21:50 215$
CrOSSING ThE BOrdEr
THe flUviAl CoMPAnieS
ATf and onatra are respectively the companies of the Congo and the Demo-
cratic Republic of Congo. They have the exclusive control of the river. 
each one owns a ferry with a capacity of 120 T, 1000 places and work 4 times 
a day (round trip). These take 15 to 20 minutes one way. They also have 
speedboats (crossing: 5 minutes) with capacities between 15 and 80 persons. 
The ATf subcontracts with some private boater that has smaller boats.
HyPoTHeTiC BRiDGe: THe PRoJeCT
in 1991, the idea of a bridge between Kinshasa and Brazzaville, separated by 
4 kilometres of water came up. it is a road and rail bridge providing the con-
nection Kinshasa-Brazzaville-Pointe noire, the main maritime port of Congo. 
However, because of the instability of the political situation and the difficulty 
to obtain financing, the project was aborted. But the desire to unify the two 
riversides persists. Then again it is mentioned in 2003, in August 2005. How-
ever, essentially for economic reason, the democratic republic of Congo is still 
not realising the project.
CrOSSING ThE BOrdEr
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Brazzaville autonom port onatra port- beach ngobila
CrOSSErS
from the beginning on, even though 
the border was officially closed, the 
inhabitants penetrated the border. 
Many have family members on the 
other side.
Around 3 000 000 persons 
are crossing the border 
between Kinshasa and 
Brazzaville each year.
Here is the monthly report of onatra 
Company for June 2006
1.226 tickets sold for speedboats  /
(586 departures from Kinshasa 
and 640 from Brazzaville) 
16.906 tickets sold for the big  /
ferry «Matadi» and the «Trans 
viP» (11.848 departures from 
Kinshasa and 5.058 from Braz-
zaville) 
Most of the people use ferries, which 
is the cheapest way to cross. The 
harbours are always crowded. Pas-
sengers before boarding are submit-
ted to a long, fastidious and expensive 
control on each side.
The taxes change following the po-
licemen and customs officers, and 
their imagination. It is very difficult 
to distinguish illegal from legal taxes. 
But any ways you have to pay it.
But in the mess of the port, 
some cheat and others deal 
with the authority. everyone 
takes profit wherever he 
has the opportunity.
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villeS MiRoiRS
Migrations et identités urbaines à Kinshasa et Brazzaville (1930-1970)
Charles Didier Gondola, 1997, iSBn: 2-7384-4868-2
TOpOGraphy
Kinshasa and Brazzaville are built on a 300 meters high plateau overhanging 
a plain with marshes on the banks of the Congo River. Time passing, the cities 
grew upwards and climbed up the 600-700m hill surrounding them. 
east of Kinshasa, the massif of the plateau dominates the city. The rich built in 
the upper leves while the poor reside in camps and popular quarters crammed 
in the valleys.
The marshes border the Congo River and increase in the Malebo Pool, forming 
an alluvial plain. 
THe ConGo RiveR
in this place, the Congo River 
presents two opposite characteristics: 
upstream the Malebo Pool it is calm 
and ideal to navigate; downstream 
the rapids and the cataracts make 
navigation very dangerous, or even 
impossible.  
M’bamou island is the main island in 
the Pool: 20 km long and 10 km large. 
it has a forest and marshes. 
AfflUenTS
Several rivers formed in the hills, go 
through the cities before joining the 
Congo River.
CliMATe
The climate is tropical, hot and humid, 
the rainy season lasts for 3 months 
from mid-September to mid-May, the 
rest of the season is dry. During the 
rainy season, the rain causes rift val-
leys that brings damage and destruc-
tion all over the slums.
TOpOGraphIC map 
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HVK Programme d’action.pdf @ http://www.kinshasa.cd
The cities
KinSHASA
Administrative, economic and cultural 
centre of the Democratic republic of 
Congo. 
superficy 9.965 km²  /
density plus de 1011 h/km²  /
population 7 500 000 h /
languages French (official), Lin- /
gala (2nd language most spoken), 
Kingwana, Kikongo, Tshiluba 
(dialects)
currency CDf /
monthly middle-income 21.6 USD /
DiSTRiCTS
lukunga: Barumbu, Gombe,  /
Kinshasa, Kintambo, lingwala, 
ngaliema and Mont-ngafula 
funa: Bandalungwa, Bumbu,  /
Kalamu, Kasa-vubu, Makala, ngiri-
ngiri, Selembao
Mont-Amba: lemba, limete,  /
Kisenso, Matetaae, ngaba 
Tschangu: Kiacmbanseke, Masina,  /
Maluku, Ndjili, Nsele
nsele /
BRAZZAville
Administrative capital
superficy 2000 km² /
density 700 h/km²  /
population 1 300 000 h /
languages French (official) lin- /
guala and kitumba
currency XAf /
monthly middle-income 85 000  /
XAf
“ARRonDiSSeMenTS” 7
Makélékélé /
Bacongo /
Poto-poto /
Moungali /
Ouenzé /
Talangaï /
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HVK Programme d’action.pdf @ http://www.kinshasa.cd
arEaS
City centres concentrate economic and administrative activities and are lo-
cated on the river. 
industrial areas are along the riverbank having a bigger importance for Kin-
shasa than for Brazzaville. However it represents nowadays only 12% of the 
economy of the city. Brazzaville had never been an industrial city. The primary 
sector has been for a long time the main resource.
The tertiary sector contributes in a rate of 60% in Kinshasa’s economy. Agri-
culture for a long time has not come over one percent.
The patterns of the residential areas are still due to the colonialism. Rich and 
secure residential areas are built on hills or near the centre. Poor, dangerous 
or simply popular quarters present a schematic grid plan, originally created in 
Brazzaville to segregate the black working population out of the city centre. 
Some of the poorest areas are refugee camps, where temporary habitations 
consolidated and mutated into slums.
CITIES‘ arEaS
Education
Religion
Popular residential quarters
Industrial areas
Modern residential quarters
Governemental areas
Headquarters
State
Embassies
Health
Army
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villeS MiRoiRS
Migrations et identités urbaines à Kinshasa et Brazzaville
Charles Didier Gondola, 1997, iSBn: 2-7384-4868-2
hISTOry
1880: foUnDATion of CiTieS
october, the 3rd: Brazzaville is found 
on the sites of Mfoa and Mpila. Kin-
shasa appear as leopoldville August 
the 23rd, 1881 in two parts: Kintambo 
and Kinshasa 
The colonists introduced a lot of eth-
nic groups from other parts of Africa. 
1898: a railway reaches the  /
maritime port of Belgian Congo, 
Matadi to Kinshasa
1909: first African villages in  /
Brazzaville, in Bacongo and Poto 
poto.
1923: leopoldville is no longer a  /
binuclear city.
1934: inauguration of the Congo- /
ocean, railway in the french side 
from the maritime port of Pointe 
noire to Brazzaville
During the colonial period the rela-
tions between the two cities were 
very good. The purpose of these 
cities were economic and so, the co-
operation between both were a base 
of economic development
1960: yeARS of inDePenDAnCe
leopoldville counts now 400 000 
habitants.
1950-1970: anarchic urban expan- /
sion.
1966: leopoldville became Kin- /
shasa. 2 000 000 habitants
1996 The population of Kinshasa  /
is 4 000 0000 habitants.
PReColoniAl AGe
very early, the Pool is a zone of com-
mercial activities particularly well 
developed on both sides. Several dif-
ferent ethnic groups from the savan-
nah, sea or forest came exchanging 
in grains, fishes, and artisanal ob-
jects such as ivory.  It had already a 
socioeconomic structure. Documents 
testify about 10.000 persons pass-
ing by the Pool in the middle of the 
19th century. The tribe of the Bateke, 
fishers and inhabitants of this place 
controlled the Pool.
With the colonisation, commercial 
activities of natives stopped.
ColoniSATion
Kinshasa and Brazzaville are colonial 
cities found in the early 1880. even 
though, they have always been two 
distinctive cities, they had a simulta-
neous and similar growth. Brazzaville 
however has always stayed smaller 
due to modest ambitions by french 
colonists than by their Belgian neigh-
bours.    
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Urban expansion
2009 Semi-urban area
          (from googlemap)
1970-1980
1950-1960
1920
1900-1910  
1880 Cities foundation
1900-1910: reconstruction
of old indigene villages
1900-1910 New residential 
aeras for black population
with systematic grid plans
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mUSIC aNd aUdIOvISUal BrOadCaST
Music has always been an important 
factor of unifying the two cities. But 
first at all it stands for the ethnical 
identities populating Kinshasa and 
Brazzaville. 
The first fusion happened in the bars 
and clubs for dancing mixing white 
and black, colonizer and local. 
Before and during the colonization, 
people were already crossing the 
border to take advantage of the other 
town’s ‘better law’.
for a while Brazzaville was the point 
of attraction for nightlife.
Today, Kinshasa is famous for its 
nightlife and lot of young people from 
Brazzaville head out to the nightclubs 
on the south bank. 
Kinshasa has disc publishers, Braz-
zaville does not; so to get a notoriety, 
bands from Brazzaville migrate. lots 
of bands include musicians from the 
two sides. nearly monthly,  they travel 
to Brazzaville to give concerts.
There are also more than 30 radio 
and Tv channels. Medias cover the 
news on the two parts. Some radio 
stations based in Kinshasa also cover 
frequencies in Brazzaville.
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INFOrmal TradES
A big part of the economies of the 
two cities is based on the informal 
activity. one of this is the commerce 
that takes place on the border, every 
day.
lot of people are taking the ferries, 
not really to reach the other riverbank, 
but because this is the place where 
they work. in the chaos of the crowd, 
takes place a big informal market. 
The economic dependence of the two 
countries is such that when politics 
disagree and close the borders the 
market augments. it is no illegal mar-
ket but simply grains, fruits, meat, 
and other basic products like soap, 
shoes, cement, etc.
Successively, in case of penury on 
one side, the other side provides to 
the needy. 
Handicapped persons, blind persons, 
street children, men and women, po-
licemen, personnel of the companies, 
fishers take part in this market. Some 
of them, crossing 3 or 4 times a day.
improvised market takes place in the 
port area. Trade happens also on the 
islands M’Bamou and little ones, or a 
place on the south coast called Kinga-
bwa, made easier by the pirogues 
M'bamou
 island
Cong
o rive
r Kingabwa
Beach 
N'gobila
Brazzaville 
Autonom Port
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STUdENTS mIGraTIONS
Despite the efforts to ameliorate the education sector, Congo-Brazzaville has 
only one university: Marien ngouabi University.
The rate of schooling until the age of 19 is high in Brazzaville; but Kinshasa 
has a better offer for High school and university education, that’s why lot of 
students migrate to study there.
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SECTION aNd GrOUNdplaN
Consolidation of BRAKIN’s movements: the ferries as a common downtown.
The prints of daily movements of the exchanges between the two cities reveal 
a moving and immaterialized but active and crowded centre.
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and Anne Touchet as ant
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BOrdEr
As a result of the US-Mexican war, Mexico lost all of the Alta California. Tijuana 
aquired a new distinct character and purpose on the international Border. 
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ThE pOSITIv BOrdEr : la lÍNEa
The 2 Walls, built by the US 
government, 1993 (the second one 
a few years later) . 14 miles long
San ysidro checkpoint
The canal of  the Rio Tijuana 
(only so on the mexican side)
With about 300,000 people crossing every day, the San Ysidro (Tijuana - San 
Diego) border is the busiest in the world.
There are 2 check-points: San-ysidro and otay Mesa.
Currently, the San Ysidro port of entry serves non-commercial traffic while 
Otay Mesa handles both industrial and non-commercial traffic. Queues may 
take anywhere from a few minutes to more than an hour  to enter the US, with 
several waiting hours on US national holidays or some Mexican holidays. 
you may meet street vendors while waiting in line.
Some cross on foot, but you can 
also find  bikers to cross; the fast-
est way to cross.
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hOW TO paSS  ThE BOrdEr :   lEGally
© aerialarchives.com / Alamy
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fRoM US To MeXiCo,  
 yoU neeD :
a passeport /
an application form /
a visa staying longer  /
than 180 days
fRoM MeXiCo To US,  
 yoU neeD :
a passeport (valid for  /
6 month),
a visa, /
a bankaccount, /
a document stating  /
time and nature of 
employement,
or proof of attend- /
ance (for students)
proof of residence, /
certificate of owner- /
ship (by Mexican 
government), 
English certificate /
an application /
131 $ /
a visa staying longer  /
than 180 days
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hOW TO paSS  ThE BOrdEr :   IllEGally   
„Mojados“ meaning „wet“ is a nickname for 
US immigrants
Close to the border, in the US
in the desert, the migrant have to care 
about their footprint
To see also
http://www.latinamericanstudies.org/immigration-2008.htm
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TiJUAnA
Area 637 km² (245.9sq mi) /
Population (2005) :
total 1,286,187 /
2,212 hab/km² (5,729/sq mi) /
SAn DieGo
Area 963.6 km² (372 sq mi) /
Population 2009
total 1,353,993 /
1,611.9 hab/km² (4,174.8/sq mi) /
SAn TiJUAnA MeTRo-
PoliTAn AReA    
Rank 21 in the Americas
Area 12,496 km² (4,825 sq mi) /
Population (2009)
total 5,009,170  /
394 hab/km² (1020/sq mi) /
FaCTBOOK OF ThE CITIES
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Pharmacy for US customers at Tijuana
hETErOTOpIa
yOU CaN FINd 651 mExICaN  rESTaUraNT 
IN SaN dIEGO 
CAlifoRniA
Total population : 36,457,549
Hispanic origin: 13,074,155  /
(36%),  (average in US 15 %)
Mexican origin : 10 841 524 /
loCAliSATion
Hispanics in San Diego in 1999
http://www.uwec.edu/Geography/
ivogeler/w188/border/sdhispan.gif
Source : US Census, estimates 2006
every day 40.000 Mexicans cross 
legally the « línea » to go to work in 
the US and conversly many thousand 
US Americans cross to work in the 
maquiladoras. 
Also, US-Americans (mostly from 
neighbouring San Diego) have been 
drawn to Tijuana due to cheap rents.
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STrEET paTErNS
A / Systematic US City : San Diego
in the westward development of the 
United States, the use of the grid plan 
was nearly universal in the construc-
tion of new towns. one of the largest 
advantages of the adoption of the grid 
plan was that it allowed the rapid subdivi-
sion and auction of a large lot of land.
B / Systematic Rich Quarter of Tijuana
Tijuana is one of the wealthiest cities in 
Mexico. Some (mainly residential) areas of 
the city reflect the significant number of 
wealthy people who inhabit the city.
C / Informal Quarter of Tijuana
Tijuana is a transit point for illegal 
immigration into the United States, as well 
as a common destination for any illegal 
Mexican migrants deported from the West 
Coast in the United States. As such, some 
areas are overcrowded by poor rootless 
people, who inhabit shantytowns, growing 
into informal quarters. 
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in the US, the urban development is built upon an existing infrastructure. in 
Mexico, the infrastructure is badly upgraded in existent urban patterns.
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ThE BOrdEr
Tijuana pushes against the wall, while 
San Diego distances itself from it.
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The area in which the city of Tijuana 
is situated was once inhabited by the 
Kumeyaay indians, a tribe of yuman-
speaking hunter-gatherers. 
Europeans first arrived in 1542, when 
the Spanish explorer Juan Rodríguez 
Cabrillo toured the coastline of the 
area, which was later mapped in 1602 
by Sebastián viscaíno.
in 1848, as a result of the Mexican-
American war with the United States, 
Mexico lost all of Alta California. 
Tijuana acquired a new and distinct 
character and purpose on the inter-
national border. The city began to 
shed its cattle and began to play a 
new role by forming a socio-economic 
urban structure.
The agreement was dated July 11, 
1889.  WHiCH AGReeMenT???
Before San ysidro was called „ti-
juana california“ and Tijuana „tijuana 
mexico“.
hISTOrICal mOvEmENT 
San Diego 1912
“Keep your eye on San Diego - Gateway to 
the orient“ from Union-Tribune 1/1/1912
The latest advertising campaign 
by Absolut vodka for Mexico.
The creative for the campaign returns the 
lay of the land in the Americas to what it 
once was. The map depicts the whole of 
California as still part of Mexican territory.
it was not shown in the United States, U.S. 
media outlets picked up on the ad, and 
after a barrage of complaints, Absolut’s 
maker had to ceased the ad campaign.
You still can find a lot of discus-
sion  about it on the web ;).
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Channeling of the Rio Tijuana, 1970
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yOUNG CUlTUrE - (Il)lEGal mOUvEmENT
“The Department of State has issued this Travel Alert to up-
date security information for U.S. citizens traveling to and liv-
ing in Mexico.  It supersedes the Travel Alert for Mexico dat-
ed February 20, 2009, and expires on February 20, 2010.
(...)
A number of areas along the border Some recent Mexican 
army and police confrontations with drug cartels have resem-
bled small-unit combat, with cartels employing automatic weap-
ons and grenades.  Large firefights have taken place in towns 
and cities across Mexico, but occur mostly in northern Mexico, 
including Tijuana, Chihuahua City, Monterrey and Ciudad Jua-
rez.  During some of these incidents, U.S. citizens have been 
trapped and temporarily prevented from leaving the area. “
http://travel.state.gov/travel/cis_pa_tw/pa/pa_4491.html —
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rECyClING
Teddy Cruz reports on a vast improvisational recycling project in which sal-
vage materials from demolished suburban houses in San Diego are recycled 
into building elements for housing in Tijuana. 
San Diego’s collar suburbs, with their modest bungalows, are morphing into 
McMansion zones. The postwar California dream spaces are being dismantled 
and trucked across the border. 
Garage doors are being repurposed into walls for housing on Tijuana’s hilly 
fringes. entire Californian bungalows are lifted intact from their sites and 
dropped into parts of the Mexican city with astonishingly permissive building 
codes. The houses are often mounted on steel girders so that the space 
beneath them can be used for taco stands or other purposes.
To reed more :
A City Made of Waste
By Teddy Cruz
http://www.thenation.com/doc/20090216/cruz?rel=hp_currently
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                                         On some days here, one can 
see houses, just like cars and pedestrians, waiting in line to 
cross the border.
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aBOUT 300,000 pEOplE 
CrOSS ThESE 
BOrdErS daIly, 
maKING IT ThE 
BUSIEST ENTry/
ExIT pOrT IN ThE 
WhOlE WOrld.
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“The view of Jerusalem is the history of the world; it is 
more, it is the history of earth and of heaven.” 
Benjamin Disraeli —
JErUSalEm
by Slobodan Subotić as sls
and Petko Gogov as peg
65PAR // TU Darmstadt // summer term 09
ISraEl
Capital (and largest city): Jerusalem
Official languages
Hebrew /
Arabic  /
ethnic groups
75.4%  / Jewish
20.6%  / Arab
4% minority groups /
Demonym
israeli Government Republic under Parliamentary democracy /
independence from British Mandate of Palestine
Declaration May 14, 1948 /
Area 
20,770 km / 2
Population 2009
7,411,0002 /
Density
356.8 hab/km / 2
Jordan
Egypt
Lebanon
Syria
Israel
West
Bank
Mediterranean Sea
Saudi Arabia
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BOrdErS
After years of violence in Jerusalem, under international pressure, in 1993 
Palestinian and israeli leaders met in oslo to negotiate an agreement which 
was formally recognized a two state principle. However this limited self-rule 
for the Palestinians was combined with a new set of restrictive policies. israeli 
checkpoints emerged, limiting travel to and from Jerusalem and separating 
east Jerusalem from its West Bank hinterlands.
The peace process collapsed in 2000. israel started building an 8 to 12 meters 
high wall around the city and justified this as a temporary anti-terrorist meas-
ures. new rules of transportation were set up. The separation wall not only 
separates israelis from Palestinians, but slices the Palestinian socioeconomic 
and cultural fabric between villages annexed     into israeli Jerusalem, and 
their West Bank hinterlands. 
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JErUSalEm
Area 125.156 km2
Population (2009) 760,000
ethnic groups
474,000  / Jewish
242,000  / Arab
44,000 minority groups /
WeST JeRUSAleM:
Area 49.761 km2
Population 365,000
ethnic groups
 294,000  / Jewish
42,000  / Arab
29,000 minority groups /
eAST JeRUSAleM:
Area 75.395 km2
Population 395,000
ethnic groups
180,000  / Jewish
200,000  / Arab
15,000 minority groups /
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CONTrOl SySTEm
The ambient fear which overshadows  civilian lives has led to an inflation of 
security systems. israeli soldiers, police and security companies control public 
spaces and surroundings. The major roads are observed by frequent police 
patrols and flying checkpoints achieve periodic control of Palestinian traffic. To 
enter israeli territory Palestinians have to pass one of the checkpoints      with 
a valid iD card.  
Video Control
Police Patrols
Flying Checkpoints
Soldiers
Students
Essential ID Card
Illegal access
Absent ID Card
Civilians
8m wall 
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      Photos by Adi Zaher
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EThNIC dISpOSITION aNd TraNSFOrmaTION
Demographic control over Jerusalem has been one of the most contested issues 
and a key factor in the city’s rapid growth. A disporopotionately high portion 
of this growth was in east Jerusalem. More than 180,000 Jewish israelis (total 
Jewish population: 474,000) were moved into east Jerusalem into 90,000 new 
housing units. While the Jewish population within the municipal boundaries 
grew by 135% since 1967, the Palestinian population increased by 233% dur-
ing the same period, with 200,000 Palestinians living in east Jerusalem (total 
Palestinian population: 242,000). Palestinian growth was mainly fueled by a 
much faster natural growth rate. largescale expropriations for settlement 
building or designation of green areas prohibited from development led to 
extreme density and overcrowding among Palestinians - almost double the 
housing density of Jewish israeli areas.
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CUlTUral aNd SOCIal lIFE
Almost all cultural and social institutions are located in West Jerusalem. Je-
rusalem’s government invests a lot of resources in infrastructural projects in 
West Jerusalem, while east Jerusalem is left aside.
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TraFFIC
nowadays the movement inside the West Bank is based on two almost com-
pletely separated road systems – for israeli and for Palestinian. israel began 
to invest in bypass roads which linked the most important settlements with 
israel proper. The israeli settlers no longer needed to drive through Palestin-
ian towns and villages, and were able to maintain a suburban lifestyle working 
in the Jerusalem but living in the occupied territories. Palestinians on the 
other hand were not allowed to set a foot on these new roads; entrance and 
exit points were sealed. Palestinian traffic was left to use the old road system 
punctuated by checkpoints     .
new restrictions of movement were set. Palestinians are exposed to a complex 
and constantly-changing regime of permits and checkpoints, while israelis 
travel freely to Jerusalem on bypass roads.
40 min. 160 min.
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hISTOry OF JErUSalEm
The history of Jerusalem is very rich and old, and goes back to the ancient 
times. it can be roughly divided into several periods, depending on the differ-
ent rulers and migration movements of folks. 
TeMPle PeRioDS
According to Hebrew scripture, King 
David was the first Jewish King reign-
ing until 970 BCe and was succeeded 
by his son Solomon, who built the 
Holy Temple on Mount Moriah.  for 
over 450 years the city was the politi-
cal capital of first the United Kingdom 
of israel than the Kingdom of Judah.
The first Temple period ended around 
586 BCe, as the Babylonians con-
quered Judah and Jerusalem. banish-
ing the Jews from the Holy lands. After 
fifty years in Babylonian captivity the 
city was conquered by the Persians 
inviting the Jews to return and rebuilt 
Jerusalem and the Temple. 
When Macedonian ruler Alexander the 
Great conquered the Persian empire, 
Jerusalem fell under Macedonian con-
trol and was recast as a Hellenized 
polis. With the success of the Macca-
bean Revolt in 168 BC Jerusalem was 
proclaimed as capital of the new Jew-
ish Kingdom (Hasmonean Kingdom).
THe CRUSADeR, AyyUBiD, 
AnD MAMlUK PeRioD.
in 1099, Jerusalem was conquered by 
the Crusaders, who massacred most 
of its Muslim and Jewish inhabitants, 
creating the Kingdom of Jerusalem. 
in 1187, the city was captured by 
Saladin; Muslims and Jews were per-
mitted to return to the city. in 1244, 
Jerusalem was sacked by the Kha-
rezmian Tartars, who decimated the 
city’s Christian population and drove 
out the Jews. The Khwarezmian Tatars 
were driven out by the egyptians in 
1247. from 1250-1517, Jerusalem 
was ruled by the Mamluks, during 
which period many clashes occurred 
between the Mamluks as well as the 
crusaders and the Mongols. The area 
also suffered from many earthquakes 
and the black plague.
oTToMAn eRA
in 1517, Jerusalem and environs fell 
to the ottoman Turks, who generally 
remained in control until 1917.
THe RoMAn RUle
As Rome became stronger it installed 
Herod as Jewish client king and after 
a few wars against the Persians Je-
rusalem was taken under the Roman 
and later the Byzantine dominion. 
Jerusalem reached a peak in size 
and population. The city covered two 
square kilometers and had a popula-
tion of 200,000. from the days of 
Constantine until the 7th century, 
Jews were banned from Jerusalem.
ARAB RUle
in 638, the islamic Caliphate ex-
tended its dominion to Jerusalem and 
the Jews were allowed back into the 
city.
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BrITISh maNdaTE aNd 1948 War
in 1917 after the Battle of Jerusalem, the British Army, led by General edmund 
Allenby, captured the city, and in 1922, the league of nations at the Confer-
ence of lausanne entrusted the United Kingdom to administer the Mandate 
for Palestine.
from 1922 to 1948 the total population of the city rose from 52,000 to 165,000 
with two thirds of Jews and one-third of Arabs (Muslims and Christians).
The effect on Jerusalem’s social, economic and cultural fabric were disastrous: 
Modernization, economic growth and expansion were increasingly driven by 
ethnic interests. While some mixed areas      remained, new neighborhoods 
were strictly segregated.
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dIvISION aNd rEUNIFICaTION
The no-man’s land   between East and West Jerusalem came into being in 
november 1948. With the 1949 Armistice Agreements, the city was divided 
and left Mount Scopus as an israeli exclave. Barbed wire and concrete barriers 
ran down the center of the city and military skirmishes frequently threatened 
the ceasefire. After the establishment of the State of israel, Jerusalem was 
declared its capital. Jordan formally annexed East Jerusalem in 1950, subject-
ing it to Jordanian law. Jordan assumed control of the holy places in the old 
City. Contrary to the terms of the agreement, israelis were denied access 
to Jewish holy sites, many of which were desecrated, and only allowed very 
limited access to Christian holy sites. 
During the 1967 Six-Day War, israel captured east Jerusalem and asserted 
sovereignty over the entire city. Jewish and Christian access to holy sites 
was restored, while the Temple Mount remained under the jurisdiction of an 
islamic waqf.
The status of the city, and especially its holy places, remains a core issue in the 
israeli-Palestinian conflict. Jewish settlers have taken over historic sites and 
built on land confiscated from Arabs in order to expand the Jewish presence 
in east Jerusalem, while prominent islamic leaders have insisted that Jews 
have no historical connection to Jerusalem. Palestinian Arabs envision east 
Jerusalem as the capital of a future Palestinian state, and the city’s borders 
have been the subject of bilateral talks. A UN administered armistice line 
(Green line), split the city into a Jordanian half and an israeli half.
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WallEd JErUSalEm
Conflict ignited again during the first Intifada (1987-1993) against the persist-
ing israeli occupation. international pressure forced both parties to end the 
violence and formally recognize a two state principle. negotiations led to the 
signing of the 1993 oslo Accords. But limited self-rule for the Palestinians was 
combined with a new set of restrictive policies. israeli checkpoints were set up 
limiting travel to and from Jerusalem, thus severing the eastern city from West 
Bank hinterlands. Settlement constructions were stepped up and Palestinian 
suicide attacks on israeli civilians continued. The failure of oslo to solve the 
Jerusalem crisis in part led  to the collapse of the peace process in 2000, and 
then the al-Aqsa intifada: an interminable cycle of military incursions, suicide 
attacks, and collective punishment. in this atmosphere, israel was able to 
impose far-reaching physical changes justified as temporary anti-terrorist 
measures. An 8 to 12 meter high wall and fence complex follows a contorted 
path seeking israeli demographic and spatial hegemony, while maintaining the 
pretence of a united city. 
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ThE ChECKpOINTS
everyday thousands of Palestinians cross the Qalandiya checkpoint which con-
nects Jerusalem with the Ramallah and the northern West Bank.  israelian 
soldiers straighten the people in line, which at rush-hours stretches into the 
hundreds. The passengers are from different gender, age and social class: 
schoolchildren and teachers, students and professors, workers and shoppers, 
patients and doctors. 
The mass transit of people is domi-
nated by privately owned ford vans, 
which are licensed to work on a set 
route under a local taxi office.
At the checkpoint they must get off 
and stand in line. After an iD control, 
all passengers must walk several hun-
dred meters to the other side, where 
other cars are waiting. Most of them 
undergo this procedure everyday - a 
normal thing in everyday life.
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The situation at Surda checkpoint, 
not far away from the Qalandiya 
checkpoint, is similar. only here the 
distance between the two sides of the 
checkpoint is almost two kilometers. 
Goods and people, who cannot make 
the distance on their own are trans-
ported with a three-wheeled wooden 
pushcart, served from the so-called 
porters. for 10 Shekels (1.80 €) the 
porters carry the sick, the elderly, 
the children too small to walk alone, 
but too large to be carried, as well 
as goods like meat, fresh fruits and 
vegetables for the supermarkets, 
glasses and plates for house ware 
shops, fabric for a tailor, everyday’s 
edition of al-Quds newspaper.
The transportaion of the heavy goods 
such as building materials and large 
machinery proceeds through horse-
drawn carts, which cost 6 Shekels. in 
busy times, 25 porters, 18 carriage 
drivers, as many as 400 vans and 
another 30 small taxis are working 
at the Surda checkpoint. every day 
more than 540 people are making 
a living off Surda checkpoint. That 
number does not include the service 
sector, which must feed and quench 
the thirst of the checkpoint workers 
and passengers, such as coffee-
sellers, cigarette sellers, drink sellers, 
kebab stands and blacksmiths for the 
horses.
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ISraElI TraFFIC
While Palestinian travelers are exposed to a complex permit and checkpoint 
system to enter Jerusalem, israelis move freely on the newly built speed 
highways.  A system of roads, bridges and tunnels allowing to bypass the 
Palestinian territory without entering Palestinian towns and villages.  
Good example for the separation of the road system for israelis and Palestin-
ians is the newly built highway 443: israel s` forbidden road. Highway 443 was 
built hugely on private Palestinian land. it was legally challenged in the early 
1980s, but the Supreme Court allowed the project to go ahead because the 
israeli army claimed its purpose was to serve local Palestinians, not israeli 
commuters. In the wake of stone throwing and several drive-by shootings (five 
people have been killed since 2001). However, israeli authorities have blocked 
Palestinian access to the road.
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Hello everyone!
My name is Eleni and I am  gonna tell 
you something about                Rio 
de Janeiro.Rio de janeiro is a city of  
the state rio de janeiro and it is the 
second largest city in brazil and its 
in south America, next to the atlantic 
ocean.
In the city area 6.1 million people are 
living there.
Have you ever heard about the carni-
val in rio? Its very famous for this. 
so there is a big carnival celebration, 
but I am gonna tell you that later 
on. There is a big street , a big parade 
where the samba schools are per-
forming what they have rehearsaled 
the whole year. And rio also is very 
famous for the hotel lines tourist 
places , like the             Copacabana , 
the ipanema. 
Have you ever seen the Christ on the 
Corcovado mountain ? they call him 
Christ the Redeemer -‘Cristo Reden-
tor‘. Rio actually has a lot of natural 
settings also. Its  just very beautiful, 
you have to visit it. Moreover there is 
one of the biggest football stadiums, 
the maracana. The World Cup 2014 
will be held in Brazil. it is gonna be 
the fifth nation to host the world cup 
for a second time. 2016 the Olympic 
games will probably take place there 
too, and we all can be excited to 
watch.
Nevertheless rio is the city of con-
trast. it also has a bad site. Violence 
and criminality is a well known 
problem on a daily basis. Usually It 
takes place in the favelas. A favela 
is a place that expands very quickly. 
People live illegal on nonregistered 
areas. it startet in 1920 after the 
abolishment of slavery. Then people 
didn’t have anywhere to go, so they 
stayed where they were. The name 
favela is named after a plant that 
climbs up a wall or a mountain. 
And favelas usually are climbing 
up a mountain. Everything there is 
illegal. there is no legal water , no 
electricity. The favelados , as say are 
called, live in small self-made homes 
,out of wood and metal plates. You 
cannot compare it to a “normal” way 
of standard basic living. Everything 
is ruled by a big boss there having 
an overview about everything. It´s 
an enclave. And the other side are 
the condominios. This is the place, 
where the rich people live in. it is 
surrounded by a high wall, where not 
everyone can enter this area. infront 
of this entrance, there is security 
that watches everyone that  wants 
to come inside this place. So either 
you live there or you don’t. if you live 
there you already have made it in live, 
you are financialy saved and have no 
problems at all. You have a job, you 
have a house with a pool, you have 
a tennis court , so just about every 
luxury. You can compare it to paradise 
on earth. Nevertheless people there 
live in a cage. I mean , they don’t 
have freedom. they just live in this 
“valley ”. there are no supermarkets 
or stores. So for those small things 
they have to leave the condominio, to 
go to the city, to buy the things they 
need, or to go to work and then they 
come back and live safely, cause no 
bad people can enter this place. as I 
said, its saved up with high fences and 
being controlled by cameras.
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the cities!!!
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favela CONDOMINIO
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15th floor of a high rise condominio:
Oh the favelados are so poor! How can they live in a place like that? It is 
so dirty!!!  and why do I have to look at them every single morning while waking up by 
looking out of  the window?! I mean I know that they exist. And in my opinion this information 
is enough .i don’t deserve this having them living next to me. but you know what? its their own fold! 
If they would be working they would have money to live in a condominio. I got a credit card on my 16th 
birthday. It is just so easy. I can go shopping every day. So, they should maybe think about this. Well, 
My goal today is to do my nails. By the way, where is my nail polish? “Marcella, have you seen 
my nail polish? I have to polish my nails! I have polished them just yesterday! Mar-
cella, have you done my appointment for the hairdresser?!”
sectional drawing...how can something be so clear...but unclear..!!
a favela girl :
What a beautiful life they are living in. look at 
that furniture! I am just so said. I want to have the same 
life. How can life be so unfair? It is not my fault. I was born 
into a favela and have no option to change my life. I am wor-
king as hard as I can to become a famous samba dancer but 
chances to get discovered are low. Next week there will 
be a model scout. I am gonna try out for it. 
Maybe this will  be my  way out?
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condominios 
tower blocks
and here we can see the 
enclaves of habitat in the 
city rio de janeiro. either you 
belong to the rich side or 
you belong to the poor one. 
none of them is the perfect 
though. both have their cons 
and pros. the ones live in a 
closed cage, the others in an 
open one. nevertheless it is a 
similar situation.
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Border Condominio
condominio
Go there and live happily!!!
Three bedrooms, two bathrooms, 1.000m2 of gardens, swimming 
pools, playground, ballroom, al with garage… 
You do not have high (-rise) neighbors; far from environmental and 
visual pollution. Complete sunshine, pure air and 
a lot of silence.
 All the complex is surrounded by high protective fences. The 
garage gate ensures control… Status, comfort.
 ..all the advantages of a closed residential complex with 
the charm of a sophisticated club. 
(O Estado de S.Paulo, 11 January 1976)
 Borderborderborderborderborder
The border of a condominio is a wall, and 
it’s a border between the condominian life 
and the life of the faveldos. Non condo-
minians don’t have the chance to pass 
through it. and actually this is a wall of 
communication too. I mean, there people 
take themselfes apart. The don’t  interact 
at all, except of the fact that some woman 
of the favelas work in the households of 
the condominios. Some of those woman live 
there too, in a room next to the house, but 
their whole family is not living together 
with them. So Where is the point? And as 
I said, people don’t  have the chance to 
communicate with each other on a proper 
way. What I want to say is, that it doesn’t 
mean, that because of the reason  being a 
favelado, u  are not supposed to be a human 
being. That’s ridiculous. If I could suggest 
about how to cross these barriers I would 
say that education is a principal point to 
start. And this is what they unfortunately 
Border Favela
KApo
oow
KApoo
ow do not  have. At least most of them don’t 
have it, and especially old people don’t have 
it, who live there since the beginning . and 
this is a factor where I would say, that 
they have to go out of the favela. They need 
to go to school, to get a good education 
and to get a good job to be able to earn 
money and therefore to start a better life. 
Just through this they could help their 
familys as well on a proper way, by taking 
them with them. So a new chance for all 
of the favelados could start. although the 
fevaldos seem to be happy with what they 
have. And I am sure they do, because they 
don’t know it elseways. They are happy to 
have a home, to have food. Nevertheless 
the don’t have option to be mindfree in 
there, because of the big boss that rules 
all over it. cause as far as they don’t talk 
everything is fine. and exactly this should 
be changed. this would be a new start to a 
better life by crossing the borders.
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First it is important to know what you can 
do best. Faveldos are talented in samba and 
soccer. There are samba schools and of 
course they learn it from the beginning of 
their life. They grow up in samba. Woman 
dance and men play the drums. So this is one 
method to run away from their usual life. 
By meeting together for rehearsal samba, 
they get a chance to forget about their 
circumstances. There they can interchange 
with other favelados
The feeling of samba is the rhythm, it is 
their freedom, it is to work together and as 
I said, its about expressing themselves with 
their moves. you have to feel the samba. 
The possible movement from the favela get-
ting out of this way of living would be I n my 
case three things
But by convincing someone else about it, 
you really have to want it. Of course a  main 
aspect with the samba also is the show and 
therefore the costumes. The extremer the 
costume is the higher is recognition. If you 
have noticed there are a lot of feathers on 
the costumes as well. In Africa feathers 
were used as a symbol of the ability to 
raise about problems. So You got to have 
talent. and exactly this is a point where you 
can get out of your way of living. The goal 
is to get better and better, and one day, you 
might be found by some talent scout that 
wants exactly you in one of his show, and 
therefore you would sign a contract for a 
musical for instance. I mean everything is 
possible , there are german model agencies 
that come to brazil to find the next new 
face there. And very often some of newly 
models become more than famous.
Also soccer players get a contract with 
soccer leagues internationally, especially 
from germany. Those are the people that 
in fact  can experience their new life. they 
can escape of the past. They become a role 
model for younger generations. Children 
are looking up to them and are motivated 
to become the same. this is their key for 
recource.
I have heard about some experiences with 
favela people. Myself, I never had bad 
experiences with favelados. I don’t think, 
that because of the fact that their heritage 
being a favelado, they are bad people. they 
are not bad people, but there is a lot of 
crime going, because of the fact that they 
have no education , no job. Maybe they are 
unsatisfied with their life. and by this a 
mean the younger generation. Because every 
crime that is happening is about the younger 
generation who don’t has any options in 
their life. Iti s all about being in a gang. 
There are a lot of gangs, and they a fighting 
against each other. It is all about respect 
and drugs. there is illegal drug trade going 
on, which are hidden in secret places. The 
drug they are trading is kokain. So the 
question is. What is it about the drugs? Why 
do people there want to take drugs? Is it 
because they have issues with themselves, 
and want to forget about the real life, or is 
it the other way around? Do they want more 
in life as they already have?
At night in the favelas there are partys 
going. And exactly in those aggressive funk 
partys the trade is taking place. During this 
event rich people are coming into the favela 
to buy drugs. and because of the fact that 
no one really notices you can change big 
amounts.
I am asking myself, how can it be , that on 
such a beautiful place like rio de janeiro 
a big problem of contrast can exist? 
there is the poor side and the rich side. 
And a lot of the rich people don’t really 
care about the poor ones at all. They are 
aware of the existence of the favelados, 
but they don’t notice them. They don’t 
care to chance anything, although they 
can see the favelas everyday, sometimes 
also from their livingroom in the high 
rise condominio building. Why not giving 
the favelados a chance to start interact 
by starting to talk to them? Later on, 
projects could be prepared of working 
together. Before that condominion people 
easily could arrange a trainee programme 
for the favelados to learn the basics on a 
proper way. So it is important to give them 
a chance to proof themselves and chance 
their lifes. Otherwise there is no option. 
Everything starts from the parents way 
of life. therefore there already should be 
educational institutions for them. Second 
would be proper daycare and schools for 
the children, so they would be avoided from 
getting into drugs and sex. 
There is already a project going. The favela 
bairro project , which tries to start getting 
basics such as infrastructure and clear 
legal water into the favela.
Thus you have to start somewhere. And 
through this the city, state and country 
gets stronger together.
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Tanze 
Samba 
mit 
mir,
Samba, Sam-
ba die ganze 
Nacht.
Tanze Samba mit mir,
Weil die Samba uns gluecklich macht.
Liebe, Liebe, Liebelei,
Morgen ist sie vielleicht vor-
bei.
Tanze Samba mit mir,
Samba, Samba die ganze 
Nacht.
Samba
sambodromo da 
marques de sapucai
cidade de samba , 
also called samba 
city.
i am  the  condominio man.
and i am his wife.  a condominio 
woman.
my name is flavo and i live in  the 
favela.
i live too in the favela. my name 
is  rosa.
Once a year there is a big samba 
parade at the sambodromo in 
downtown. It is like a cat walk 
just for all samba schools. This 
walk, the Marques de Sapucai 
street, is 700 m long. It is was 
designed by Oscar Niemeyer and it 
is a closed place with high fences. 
Background of this event is that 
samba schools parade compete 
each year during Carnival with 
a capacity of  90,000 people, 
and is held for four nights. 
In this area there are sectors 
where u can take a seat if you are 
lucky or not a seat if you are not 
lucky. Either you get a suite or 
not. It depends how much you want 
to spend for a ticket. Usually the 
tickets are quickly sold. Especially 
the one from foreign countries, 
which are even more expensive. It 
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Parading Avenue - the 
samba run-way
view of dancing on the run- way
is like being in the maracana 
stadium and watching a soccer 
game. people watch the samba 
performance. And just about 
this is done by the favelados. 
They bring the favela into town. 
They show their talent and 
share their happiness with all 
in this area. For 80 minutes 
they can feel like stars, being 
looked up by 90.000 people. 
This place is very safe, because 
of the fact that there are also 
politicians and celebritys.
Moreover there is the samba 
city near Rio‘s port, which 
the final step of the 
run-way
cidaDe do 
samba
this is block 11. one of 
the 14 blocks.
purpose was to bring the 
factories all samba schools 
under one roof. There are 
14 blocks and every school 
has its own one. costumes 
and floats can be produced 
there. Further more it is used 
for tourist attraction. 
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soccer soccer. 
it is a game. it is fun.it its 
serious circumstances.it is a way 
out. out of the usual way of living . out 
of the social problem people are into. it is a 
light people once see when they feel they can 
escape.can this be their only escape , and 
what do they do for this, or are they 
because of this gifted?
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Botafogo de Futebol e Regatas
Club de Regatas Vasco da Gama
 Maracana-Stadion -  Estadio Jornalista Mario Filho
Fluminense Football Club
Clube de Regatas do Flamengo
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DRUGS
50
The drug man 
antonio
eleni: Hello Antonio , how are you?
Antonio: Well, like it goes. And you?
Eleni: Yes , I am fine,thank you. You 
told me you wanted to stay anony-
mous. Why is that?
Antonio: ya know, here in the favela 
are gangs who are fighting against 
each other. If they find out that I was 
talking to you about favelian secrets 
,,,they might shoot me.
eleni: They will shoot you?
Antonio: Yes, if i tell you specific 
things about the illegal drug trade, 
they might shoot me.
eleni: Have you ever been included 
into some drug traffic?
Antonio: of course i was. i was in this 
gang.i was not the leader. There is 
always a gang leader. And we have a 
Big Boss also in there who rules about 
a whole favela. He controlls us very 
often. ya know, we are responsible 
to hide drugs and to sell drugs, and 
trust me  , if something goes wrong it 
wont be a nice situation for you. you 
can get big problems. There was a big 
fight one day, where I really thought, 
that it was over for me.
eleni: How old are you Antonio?
Antonio: i am 23.
eleni: Quite old. All your brothers, 
they already died at 16 or 18.
Antonio: yeah, because ahm...
eleni:...you are clever?
Antonio: yeah, i would say that. i 
have seen a lot of things and i did 
not  watch over my brothers enough. 
ya know, they were so innocent and 
young. They did not know about real 
life. They had no experience at all. 
and they were trading drugs at this 
other party were i was not. And it 
just happened.
eleni: And you no? you still work for 
the drugs?
drugs
Antonio: That is the only thing i know 
about. it is my only option. i do not 
have any other option. i cannot read 
or write. no. i have never learned 
anything else but to have a weapon 
in my hands and to deal with drugs. 
eleni: When did you start?
Antonio: I was 10. Earlier. I was five.
eleni: ..Hm, in the beginning , did you 
feel proud with a weapon?
Antonio: of course? i was a kid and 
had a big weapon in my hand and i 
felt responsible already. And i felt i 
could fight for my family too. To make 
them proud. ya know , to get some 
money. i mean, all my friends felt 
proud.
eleni: And how many friends have u 
already lost?
Antonio: i cannot even count them 
anymore. I don’t even know where 
they are. We split very fast from each 
other. everyone went to different 
gangs, but i think i lost about all of 
them, as far as i heard. There might 
be still one , but I don’t know , I have 
not seen him for quite a while.
eleni: i am sorry.  What was your 
dream in life?
Antonio: My dream in life? ya  know 
, i wanted to have a lot of money. i 
wantet to become a big boss , to have 
a lot of money and my own gang and 
a favela.
eleni: A Big Boss of drugs?
Antonio: ya know, this is all i have 
learned. When i was smaller i was 
proud to be like that. i never thought 
of becoming a lawyer or something 
like that. no, it never was my dream. 
i knew it was dangerous what i did, 
but it made me happy. it was my 
surrounding. My second family. it is 
a good thing when you have power. 
ya know , there was a period were i 
wanted to go to the army. But there 
was never a chance for me to enter a 
place like that. i had no one to lead 
me there. Alone it was not possible. i 
cannot read or write. Where should i 
have gone?
eleni: family life?
Antonio: What is that?
eleni: family life?
Antonio: family life?
eleni: yeah, would you like to have a 
family?
Antonio: i dont know....aaahm....ya 
know, one day maybe, when i get 
older. But not now. i mean , i am 23 
years old. i still have time to shoot. So 
first i might earn some more money 
with the drugs. And then maybe one 
day i can settle down. And maybe 
then i can have a family. Right now 
my life is so extreme. and it is so loud 
and so chaotic. ya know , you are in 
a gang. you shoot people. you cannot 
come home after a day like that and 
having forgotten all about this.
 eleni: Did you get dramatised?
Antonio: Dramatised? in the begin-
ning i was, but now its a normal day, 
nothing special. Still you think about 
it. i would say that i have a lot of 
experience in there. i saw people 
shoot each other. it is a normal way 
of living here. ya know, it is like a war. 
you live in this war every single day 
and you cannot escape from it. i lived 
23 years in this situation.
eleni: Thank you  Antonio for your 
time.
Antonio: Thanks, it was something 
new for me to be giving an interview. 
Bye.
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[08.10.2009 20:00:43] Eleni: Hello,,,my name is Eleni,,,i do a project about rio de 
janeiro,,,,could i ask you some questions about living there?,,,
[09.10.2009 00:59:07] José: Hi
[09.10.2009 00:59:12] José: no problem
[09.10.2009 14:51:51] Eleni: hi
[09.10.2009 14:51:55] Eleni: are u online?
[13.10.2009 20:04:03] José: Yes
[13.10.2009 20:27:13] Eleni: hi
[13.10.2009 20:27:27] Eleni: still there?
[13.10.2009 20:35:08] Eleni: hello hello?
[13.10.2009 20:35:26] José: yes
[13.10.2009 20:35:45] Eleni: can i ask u some questions about rio?
[13.10.2009 20:36:00] José: ok
[13.10.2009 20:36:07] José: no problem
[13.10.2009 20:36:58] José: I‘m working now.
[13.10.2009 20:39:58] José: You can ask and I will answering as soon as possible
[13.10.2009 20:40:48] Eleni: i am working at the problem between favela and 
condominio
[13.10.2009 20:41:12] Eleni: i need to know something about samba and soccer as 
well.
[13.10.2009 20:45:55] José: condominio is a good place to live, safer, security.
[13.10.2009 20:46:02] José: favela is poor place
[13.10.2009 20:46:10] José: a lot of violence
[13.10.2009 20:46:39] José: I can send fou you articles about both
[13.10.2009 20:46:51] Eleni: how does a border of a favela and of a condominio 
look like?
[13.10.2009 20:47:20] José: condominio is closed place
[13.10.2009 20:47:45] Eleni: what is the border of a favela and condominio ? ,,,is it 
just a wall,,,or are there more borders such as moral borders?
[13.10.2009 20:48:16] José: favela is a big messy
[13.10.2009 20:48:31] José: very durty
[13.10.2009 20:49:21] José: I will send some pictures for you
[13.10.2009 20:49:24] José: can I send?
[13.10.2009 20:49:31] Eleni: sure
[13.10.2009 20:49:47] José: just a minute
[13.10.2009 20:53:20] Eleni: do u live in a condominio?
[13.10.2009 20:53:40] José: Im living in Usa at the moment
[13.10.2009 20:54:02] José: but I lived in Rio de Janeiro for 35 years
[13.10.2009 20:54:54] Eleni: but have u lived in a condominio?
[13.10.2009 20:55:08] José: yes
[13.10.2009 20:55:30] Eleni: and where you born into a condominio?
[13.10.2009 20:55:57] José: Barra de Tijuca
well, this is jose.
i met him accidentally in sky-
pe.  and  exactly this was the 
moment where i knew that 
it  was the chance for me 
to get to know  more about  
the things i could not find 
in articles i have read. to  be  
able to ask just about every 
question i was interested in, 
this was my goal... since today, he has not returned!!!
[13.10.2009 20:56:02] José: nice place 
[13.10.2009 20:57:00] Eleni: i mean is it possible to live in a condominio when someone grew up in a favela?
[13.10.2009 20:57:55] José: yes, but is rare
[13.10.2009 21:01:16] José: sometimes, soccers player grow up in a Favela and when gave a lot of money they can live in a 
condominio
[13.10.2009 21:02:05] José: condominio
[13.10.2009 21:03:03] Eleni: have u ever had bad experience with a favela man?
[13.10.2009 21:03:39] José: me no, but one friend of mine yes
[13.10.2009 21:03:52] Eleni: is he also here in skype?
[13.10.2009 21:04:05] José: no
[13.10.2009 21:04:09] Eleni: what kind of experience was it?
[13.10.2009 21:04:27] José: I need to go out for 30 minutes
[13.10.2009 21:04:46] José: I will write u when I return
[13.10.2009 21:05:48] Eleni: hoping to see you soon in here
[13.10.2009 21:06:07] José: no problem
[13.10.2009 21:06:24] José: I will write you as soon as possible
[13.10.2009 21:06:29] José: nice to meet u
[13.10.2009 21:06:32] Eleni: yes, nice to meet you.
[13.10.2009 21:07:50] José: what time is it know
[13.10.2009 21:07:57] José: here 14:09
[13.10.2009 21:08:07] Eleni: here 21:09. 
[13.10.2009 21:08:18] José: big diference
[13.10.2009 21:09:24] Eleni: well, I am waiting here and working on the project, would be interesting to get small details to 
understand why there are those circumstances.
[13.10.2009 21:09:38] José: whats your name?
[13.10.2009 21:09:41] Eleni: eleni
[13.10.2009 21:10:03] José: ok
[13.10.2009 21:10:08] José: mine is José.
[13.10.2009 21:10:14] Eleni: Yes, I can read.
[13.10.2009 21:12:30] Eleni: well I am waiting here…
[13.10.2009 21:13:07] José: ok
[13.10.2009 22:50:17] Eleni: are u back?
[13.10.2009 23:32:53] Eleni: i think 2 hours past…
[14.10.2009 01:20:29] Eleni: well, good night José…
[14.10.2009 01:20:34] Eleni: maybe till tomorrow…
[20.10.2009 16:35:54] Eleni: hello José??,,,,,helloooo?
[25.10.2009 13:17:25] Eleni: José???,,,,José,,,,hello?
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  what about the movement S  of the condominio ?
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nothing
to add !
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Championchip 2014 
olympic games 2016
Where should be the housing for the 
athletic?  what scenarios would I 
imagine to happen?
It is a fact, that Athletics are suppo-
sed to stay at the olympic village. 
Through this event  the favelados can 
be involved in the construction work 
of the new olympic village. Through 
this they get a job and therefore 
money by changing their surrounding 
for a specific time period and they 
will be a part of the olympic games 
too. Furthermore people will be 
needed as volunteers for advising 
visitors and athletics in the stadium. 
A new perspective could  be opened to 
favelados. There also is the show in 
the beginning and in the end of the 
olympic games. Usual the countrys, 
where the olympic games take place, 
show somaekind of tradition from 
their country. The favelados could 
have a chance to perform their samba 
parade. Therefore everyone would be 
needed to fulfill the pictures of the 
team spirit. As a fact that the Champi-
onchip will be in 2014 and the olympic 
games two years later in 2016 they 
still do have 5-7 years of preparation 
to go.But what happens to the left 
overs off this event? What is going 
to happen to the olympic village? Is together we will succeed!!
it going to stay empty forever? Is 
it just going to be a part of sport 
history? Will it be like a museum?
Why should it be empty,  why shouldnt 
it be used for a good reason? A 
good reason to get the favelados 
into a better life. just changing the 
surrounding it could be a start in a 
new life! The awareness of life would 
totally change, and I am very sure, 
that through this the criminality 
and the violence would not raise but 
reduced.
So lets give it all a chance to open a 
new door. open jobs, open schools 
,open a free will and a free life. 
Because just together we reach 
success. Together we get stronger 
and raise our limits of ability. Lets 
be a role model to other countries 
and show through our actions that 
we can change things in life. It is 
easy and everyone can do that.  stop 
the crime and continue living. this  
exact could be the Consolidation of 
movement!
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